In this paper, a comprehensive real-time dispatch model considering renewable uncertainty based on dynamic load flow (DLF) is proposed. Through DLF, the primary and secondary frequency regulation amount caused by the variation of renewable energy as well as the line flow when primary and secondary regulation are deployed can be obtained easily. Not only the frequency constraints, but also the regular constraints like generator production limits and line flow limits are respected under both primary and secondary frequency regulation. To solve the dispatch problem with renewable uncertainty, chance-constrained programming based on cumulants and Cornish-fisher expansions (CCP-CMCF) is adopted to get the probability of holding the chance constraints and then the real-time dispatch model can be transformed into a quadratic programming. The simulation results show that the dispatch model proposed in this paper can deal with both primary and secondary regulation well and has a fast computation speed.
Introduction
Power systems have been undergoing a significant increase in renewable energy penetration over the past decades. Their volatility and unpredictable nature, however, make large-scale integration of these renewable sources challenging. Moreover, large fluctuations of wind power in a short time period, such as significant increases or decreases will also cause system frequency fluctuations, which threaten the reliability and security of power system operation.
Some researchers have explored the issue of maintaining the power balance in power dispatch. In [1] , spinning reserve of conventional generators was required to be larger than a certain percentage of wind generation in case of a shortage or spillage of wind power, but this kind of formulation doesn't quantify the exact amount of the reserve and may cause inaccurate results. An affine adjustment of automatic generation control (AGC) units is applied in [2, 3] , in which all unbalanced wind power is allocated by AGC units with their participation factor, but it only considers the secondary regulation of frequency. The authors of [4] proposed a formulation for frequency constraints from the point of kinetic energy, but it cannot consider the transmission constraints during the primary control. In [5, 6] , a reverse and forward engineering approach is applied to develop the AGC scheme to achieve economic efficiency, but the primary constraints are not considered. In [7] , a unit commitment problem is presented to minimize the overall cost of generation and of supplying both tertiary and primary reserve services over the scheduling horizon, however, the renewable energy is not taken into consideration.
As mentioned in [8] , increased variable renewable generation will have an impact on the adequacy of primary reserves, and primary frequency control may lead to transmission bottlenecks that prevent effective delivery of primary frequency control, so it is important to include the primary regulation into any dispatch model of a power system with renewable energy integration.
In fact, it is difficult for the system frequency to stay unchanged due to the volatility of renewable energy. All generators with speed controller output will adjust automatically according to their power-frequency characteristics, while all AGC units' reference outputs are adjusted by the secondary control. Hence, it is improper to treat frequency as a constant parameter, and primary and secondary regulation should be considered carefully to accurately simulate the operation of a real power system. To quantify the primary and secondary frequency regulation amount of generators, dynamic load flow (DLF) is introduced in this paper. With DLF, first proposed in [9] , generator-demand unbalanced power is allocated among all generators with speed controllers, but this model cannot obtain the system frequency. In [10, 11] , the steady-state frequency is taken as an unknown variable in DLF computation. Reference [12] applied DLF to simulate the plunge and upsurge of wind power, and showed that the power flow results obtained by DLF can be more accurate when the injected power fluctuates, but the uncertainty of wind energy should also be considered in DLF in modern power systems.
Regarding the uncertain optimization, there are three commonly used models to solve the optimization problem of power systems considering uncertainty, i.e., robust optimization (RO) [2, 3, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , stochastic programming (SP) [4, 18, 19] and chance-constrained programming (CCP) [20] [21] [22] . The RO approach seeks to optimize system performance by finding the solution that can deal with the worst case. SP models take advantage of the fact that probability distributions governing the data are known or can be estimated. In general, RO focuses on the worst case, which may lead to over-conservative results, as the probability that the worst case will happen may be extremely small. SP can produce more economic results, however, it usually has more computational burden.
CCP is an alternative to solve the economic dispatch under uncertainty conditions. As mentioned in [16] , the inequality constraints in a power system are not rigid but soft ones, which means that exceeding the boundary limits by a little may be permissible. Thus, CCP can be a useful tool to evaluate the probability or reliability of holding boundary constraints. However, it is difficult to get the probability of holding the constraints in economic dispatch. Some references have explored this problem.
The authors of [20] came up with a framework including a simulation layer and an optimization layer to solve the optimal power flow (OPF) under uncertainty. A back-mapping approach is implemented to obtain the probability of holding an output constraint, but the back-mapping approach presented is not accurate. Reference [21] formulates a stochastic optimization program with chance constraints. In order to solve the chance constrained problem, the authors propose to use the scenario approach to calculate the uncertainty bounds and then transform the problem into a robust one. In addition, a Quantile-Based approach is also mentioned in this paper, in which the wind power is treated as a bounded uncertainty, with the bounds corresponding to two extreme cases. The simulation results show that the solution given by scenario approach is more conservative than that given by Quantile-Based approach. However, there is only one wind farm in the model, which means the approach is not suitable for power systems that have more than one wind farm. Different analytic reformulations for chance constraints are discussed in [22] and it is pointed out that the reformulated chance constraints all have a similar form, but this approach cannot make full use of the distribution properties and may be inaccurate. Reference [23] developed a method dealing with random variables using Gaussian mixture model (GMM), which can deal with the irregular distribution well, but it has to use an iteration method to obtain the inverse of cumulative distribution function (CDF), which may influence the computation time. In order to overcome the drawbacks of the existing methods of calculating the probability of holding constraints, we propose a chance-constrained programming based on Cumulants and Cornish-fisher expansion (CCP-CMCF) to solve the real-time dispatch with renewable uncertainty and frequency regulation, in which the cumulants of random variables and Cornish-fisher expansions are adopted to calculate the probability of holding chance constraints. Thus, the model can be reformulated as a quadratic programming. This approach is suitable for many distributions, as long as the moments of the distribution exist and the density function is continuous. The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1.
DLF is developed in this paper, through which the primary and secondary frequency regulation amount caused by the variation of renewable energy can be obtained as well as the line flow when primary and secondary regulation is deployed.
2.
A comprehensive real-time dispatch model based on DLF is proposed in this paper, in which the frequency constraints, line flow limits, generation production limits are respected under both primary and secondary frequency regulation.
3.
CCP-CMCF is adopted in our real-time dispatch model, in which cumulants and Cornish-fisher expansions are adopted to get the probability of holding the chance constraints and then the real-time dispatch model can be transformed into a quadratic programming. Moreover, the spatial and temporal correlation of renewable sources is carefully modeled and evaluated on the dispatch results.
The rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces DLF and frequency regulation caused by renewable energy variation. Section 3 gives the mathematical formulation of real-time dispatch. Section 4 introduces the cumulants of random variables and Cornish-fisher expansion and then reformulates the model proposed in Section 3. The solving procedure is presented in Section 5 and the model is tested in Section 6. Section 7 gives our conclusions.
DLF and Frequency Regulation of Power System with Respect to Renewable Energy
Frequency regulation can be classified into primary, secondary, and tertiary regulation according to its response time and its regulation mechanism. Primary regulation is provided by the generating units through their droop characteristic in response to system frequency deviations, which is the fastest among the three kinds of regulation. Secondary regulation, also known as AGC, is a centralized strategy whose goal is to regulate the area-control error under load-following conditions. All generator units with speed governors operating in a power system contain stored kinetic energy due to their rotating masses. When the imbalance between demand and generation arise, the system frequency deviates from its reference point as the kinetic energy of the rotating masses changes, which is also called the droop characteristic. The steady-state power-frequency relation can be expressed as [12, 24] :
where K G g is the generator frequency regulation constant or governor droop of unit g. The active load has the similar expression [12] :
The power-frequency relation of generators and load are shown in Figure 1 . 
DLF Model
To quantify the primary and secondary frequency regulation amount of generators, DLF is introduced. When renewable energy output deviates from the forecast value, the power output of generators will change according to their droop characteristic, which also influences the line flow.
The load flow model considering primary regulation can be expressed as (3) and (4), in which the steady-state frequency f is also a state variable:
Note that the active injection power of slack bus is also included. Hence, the number of equations and the number of unknown variables are still the same, which means it is solvable.
The correction function is:
The elements of C (including C n ) reflect the frequency regulation constant of generators and load:
Renewable energy forecast error can be considered as a random variable. When the error is not large, the modified power flow Equation (3) can be Taylor expanded near the basic operation point:
The sensitivity coefficient matrixes S, T can be obtained by:
Primary Frequency Regulation
Since primary regulation responds fastest (usually within several seconds), it is necessary to evaluate the primary regulation amount of generators. With the help of DLF, the frequency deviation caused by renewable power variation can be expressed as: The primary regulation amount of generator g is:
w as the primary regulation coefficient of generator unit g with respect to renewable source w.
In a matrix form:
If primary regulation is insufficient, the system frequency may suffer severe deviation due to sudden change of renewable energy before secondary regulation is deployed.
Secondary Frequency Regulation
As shown in Section 2.2, there is a steady-state frequency error in primary regulation when the change in reference setting is zero. In secondary regulation (also called AGC), the steady-state frequency error should be restored to zero, usually within one minute. To achieve this, the secondary regulation of AGC units should satisfy:
Note that the AGC units' regulation amount is decided by their participation factor a g . Therefore, the secondary regulation amount of generator g can be expressed as:
as the secondary regulation coefficient. We don't distinguish AGC units and non-AGC units in this paper. Instead, we just need to set the participation factor of non-AGC units to be zero. The matrix form of (12) is:
Chance-Constrained Real-Time Dispatch Model
The real-time dispatch aim is to determine all committed generators' output (reference point of non-AGC units and set point of AGC-units) in a receding horizon every 5 min in the coming hour. Each real-time dispatch schedule is composed of 12 points. Between the adjacent dispatch points, the reference point of non-AGC units will be locked and their actual power output will change according to their droop characteristic if active power mismatch happens. Meanwhile the AGC units will also adjust their reference output, but the response time is much longer than primary regulation.
To ensure the sufficiency of both primary and secondary regulation amount and also the security and reliability of power system operation under both regulations, we point out that all generators with speed governors should provide primary regulation reserve to deal with the sudden increase or decrease of renewable energy, meanwhile the transmission line flow limits should not be violated to make sure that the primary regulation can be delivered through the network.
The objective function is to minimize the total operation cost:
Constraints:
(1) Frequency constraint Instead of power balance equation in conventional dispatch model, frequency constraint is respected in our model. The frequency should not violate the lower and upper limit under primary regulation, and should be rated frequency value under secondary regulation:
Substituting (12) into the second line of Formula (16), we can obtain:
With the help of secondary regulation, the second line of Formula (17) is always respected no matter what the renewable power realization is.
(2) Generation production constraints Generation production constraints should be respected under both primary and secondary regulation:
Substituting (10) and (13) into (18):
(3) Line flow limit constraints The line flow limit constraints also should be respected under both primary and secondary regulation:
Substituting (13) into (20):
This constraint can ensure that both primary and secondary regulation reserve can be delivered through the network without causing violation.
(4) Ramping constraints The ramping constraints should be respected:
where V g /V g is the upper/lower limit of output of generator unit g. Substituting (13) into (22):
We rewrite constraints (17), (19), (21), (23) in a matrix form:
Since there are uncertain variables in (24) , uncertain programming should be adopted to solve it. CCP [25] is an important branch of uncertain programming, which was come up with by Charles and Cooper first. If there are random variables in constraint conditions, and the decision has to be made before the random variables are determined, the following principle can be considered: the decision that does not satisfy the constraint conditions is allowed to some extent. But the probability that the decision does not satisfy the constraint conditions should not larger than a given confidence. Hence, we can rewrite (24) into chance constraints:
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Equations (15) and (25) are the chance-constrained real-time dispatch model. This model can ensure the dispatch results respect all the above constraints with a predetermined confidence level. In the meantime, both primary and secondary regulation are considered in this model, which can effectively immune the uncertainty and volatility of renewable energy.
Problem Reformulation Based on Cumulants and Cornish-Fisher Expansions
In order to calculate the probability of constraints (11)- (13), the cumulants and Cornish-fisher expansion will be introduced.
Cumulants of Random Variables
The cumulants [26] [27] [28] [29] of a probability distribution are a set of quantities that provide an alternative to the moments of the distribution. The moments determine the cumulants in the sense that any two probability distributions whose moments are identical will have identical cumulants as well, and similarly the cumulants determine the moments. In some cases theoretical treatments of problems in terms of cumulants are simpler than those using moments. The relationship between cumulants γ and moments m is shown in Equation (26):
There are two important properties of cumulants:
Property 1: Homogeneity For a random variable x, the (n)th cumulant is homogeneous of degree r:
Property 2: Additivity If x and y are independent random variables, and z = x + y, then:
Spatial and Temporal Correlation between Different Renewable Sources
Even though cumulants have great advantages for dealing with random variables, the independency between each random variable is required. However, the spatial and temporal correlation cannot be ignored for the renewable energy output. In this paper, the Cholesky decomposition [30, 31] is adopted to deal with the correlation among different renewable sources. Let C S denote the spatial variance-covariance matrix of different renewable sources and C T capture the temporal correlation.
Hence,
. Do the Cholesky decomposition for C S and C ST :
Hence:
where
denote sets of independent random variables whose variance are 1.
denote the primary frequency deviation, ramping amount, primary line flow variation amount and secondary line flow variation amount caused by renewable variation respectively:
The cumlants of f ,
t , R R t can be easily obtained by:
where S f w t (n) denotes the (n)th power of each element in S f w t .
Cornish-Fisher Expansion
The Cornish-fisher expansion [32] can give the value of the random variable z at quantile α:
where g 3 , g 4 , g 5 are the normalized cumulants of z, ζ(α) = Φ −1 (α).
Note that in the chance-constrained model of real-time dispatch, the inverse of CDF of the random variables f ,
: Do the Cholesky decomposition of spatial and spatial-temporal variance-covariance matrix and C ST and obtain the equivalent sensitivity coefficients S L,P t
(1 − ε) according to (40).
S6: Reformulate the real-time dispatch as shown in (41) and obtain the solution x * k . S7: If the solution x * k is close enough to x * k−1 , output the solution; Otherwise, update the basic operating point based on x * k , set k = k + 1, go to S2.
The corresponding flowchart is shown in Figure 2 . 
Numerical Implementation
The proposed algorithm is tested on IEEE 30-, 118-and 300-bus systems, using MATLAB R2014a on a PC with 3.30-GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM. The IEEE 30-bus system contains 30 buses (six of which are generator buses), and 41 branches. We assume two wind farms are integrated to bus 22 and bus 27, respectively. The wind power forecast error output is considered as following Laplace distribution. As is mentioned in [33] , Laplace distribution can describe the wind power forecast error in short-term forecast horizon.
Conventional generator data used in IEEE 30-bus system are shown in Table 1 . Load and wind forecast value are shown in Figure 3 . The forecast error of wind power is listed in Table 2 , which is obtained according to the historical data of wind power output in a province of China. 
Dynamic Load Flow Results
To illustrate the difference between traditional power flow and DLF, the load flow results for IEEE 30-bus system at t 0 moment is shown in Tables 3 and 4 . It can be observed that the actual power output of generators and line flow obtained by DLF and LF is different. In traditional load flow, active power injection of all buses except slack bus are fixed. However, with the integration of renewable energy, the volatility of renewable energy can easily break the demand and generator balance. All generators with speed governor adjust their active power output according to their droop characteristic, which also impact the line flow.
Most references formulate their dispatch model based on traditional load flow, which cannot reflect the primary frequency regulation. Moreover, with the help of DLF, the primary and secondary frequency regulation amount can be easily quantified. Figure 4 presents the dispatch results based on LF and DLF with different confidence levels of IEEE 30-bus system. Table 5 presents the total cost and the primary reserve of the dispatch results based on LF and DLF. The up/down primary reserve [7] is defined as:
The Dispatch Results Comparison Based on LF and DLF
We can observe that the dispatch results based on LF and DLF is different. This is because, in the traditional dispatch model, once the nodal injection power fluctuates, only AGC units (in this paper, only the generator connected to the slack bus) adjust their power output to balance the generation and demand, and the primary regulation is neglected. Hence, the dispatch results based on LF and DLF is different.
On the other hand, from the dispatch results, since the traditional dispatch model doesn't consider the regulation capability of non-AGC units, the low cost units will be dispatched first, and the high cost units will be dispatched last, which will lead to high cost units operate in lower limit and low cost units operate in upper limit, restraining the primary regulation capability. This is not beneficial for the frequency restoring when there is sharp increase or decrease of renewable energy. But in this paper, since the primary regulation of each generator is considered in DLF, the dispatch results can make sure the sufficiency of primary reserve to handle the volatility of renewable energy. Although the operation cost of dispatch based on DLF is a little higher than that based on LF, the primary reserve of the former is more than the latter (shown in Table 5 ). Since renewable energy cannot keep to be its forecast value and it is easy to change, it is important to leave sufficient primary reserve to inhibit the fluctuation of system frequency. According to the dispatch results based on LF and DLF, one can obtain the frequency distribution based on both models. Figure 5 shows the CDF curve of frequency distribution at 12th time period. It is obvious that the variation of frequency based on DLF model is much smaller than that based on LF model. Moreover, it is possible for the dispatch results based on LF model that the frequency violates the allowed value (50 ± 0.2 Hz). Hence, the dispatch results based on DLF can immune the volatility of renewable energy better than that based on LF. 
The Accuracy of CCP-CMCF
To demonstrate the accuracy of CCP-CMCF, a Monte-Carlo simulation is used to testify the obtained solution can satisfy all the chance constraints. According to the forecast value and forecast error of renewable energy in 6.1, 50,000 samples of each wind farm at each time period are randomly generated from the Laplace distribution. Regarding the spatial and temporal correlation, the normal transform and Cholesky decomposition described in [34] are adopted to transform the independent samples into correlated ones. For each sample, all the chance constraints are calculated using the obtained solution. Assuming that the number of samples that a constraint is respected is n, then the probability that this constraint is respected should be n/50,000 according to the large number theorem. By counting the constraints in each probability interval, Figure 6 can be obtained. It can be observed that the probability of holding the chance constraints are in accordance with the predetermined confidence interval, which verify that the dispatch results obtained through CCP-CMCF are accurate enough to handle the uncertainty of renewable energy. 
The Influence of Confidence Level on the Dispatch Results
The confidence level also has an impact on the dispatch results. From Table 5 it can be observed that the total cost becomes higher with the increasing of confidence level. Specifically, when the confidence level is 1, this problem can be seen as a RO and the dispatch results can ensure the constraints are respected no matter how renewable energy fluctuates.
Based on the dispatch results, the power flow distribution of each time period can be obtained. The line flow distribution at 12th time period with different confidence levels of IEEE 30-bus system is shown in Figure 7 . When the confidence level is less than 1, the violation of constraints is acceptable, but the probability of which is limited. When the confidence level is 1, the whole distribution curve is less than the line flow limit, but the cost is much higher. The operators of power system can make a trade-off between the total cost and the risk of violation. 
The Influence of Correlation among Different Renewable Energy
The spatial correlation among different renewable energy sources and the temporal correlation among different time periods also have an impact on the dispatch results. Usually, the positive correlation will intensify the fluctuation of the total renewable outputs, which increases the total generation cost and vice versa. The simulation results presented in Table 6 prove the assumption above. 
Comparison between CCP-CMCF and Other CCP Methods
To demonstrate the advantages of the proposed CCP-CMCF, other two CCP methods are compared, i.e., CCP based on GMM (CCP-GMM) [23] and CCP based on analytical reformulation (CCP-AR) [22] . GMM is a powerful tool to fit various distributions, especially irregular distributions [23] , but many Gaussian components may be needed to achieve desired accuracy, which will increase the computation burden to get the inverse of CDF. AR tries to reformulate the CDF by a simple function. It is easy to calculate the inverse of CDF, but it cannot make full use of the distribution properties, which may influence the accuracy of the dispatch results. The comparison among three methods is shown in Table 7 (1 − ε = 0.8). One can observe that CCP-CMCF has the lowest operation cost. This is because GMM and AR cannot accurately capture the tail properties of Laplace distribution and the inverse of CDF obtained by them are not accurate enough, leading to over-conservative results. Additionally, CMCF, GMM and AF are adopted to fit the wind power output distribution of wind farm 2 at 12th time period, as shown in Figure 8 . It can be observed that the CDF curve of CMCF is much closer to the actual one compared with other two methods. Regarding the computation time, CCP-CMCF and CCP-AR are close, but CCP-GMM is much slower than the other two methods. Therefore, CCP-CMCF is proved to be efficient to solve the real-time dispatch problem. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a real-time dispatch with renewable uncertainty based on DLF, in which the frequency constraint and the regular constraints like generator production limits, line flow limits are respected under both primary and secondary frequency regulation.
To solve the dispatch problem with renewable uncertainty, CCP-CMCF is adopted in which cumulants and Cornish-fisher expansions are adopted to get the probability of holding the chance constraints and then the real-time dispatch model can be transformed into a quadratic programming.
The simulation results show that the dispatch results based on DLF are different from the traditional ones based on LF. The former can ensure the dispatch results have sufficient primary reserve to immunize against the volatility of renewable energy and restrain the fluctuation of system frequency. The proposed CCP-CMCF also has high computational speed without sacrificing the accuracy of the results. The confidence level, spatial and temporal correlation of renewable sources also influence the dispatch results. If the correlation is neglected, great errors may arise. Besides, the operators of a power system can choose an appropriate confidence level to balance the economy and the security of their system. Equivalent sensitivity coefficient matrix of frequency with respect to independent renewable sources at time t
Nomenclature

S P t
Equivalent primary regulation coefficient matrix of generators with respect to independent renewable sources at time t
S S t
Equivalent secondary regulation coefficient matrix of generators with respect to independent renewable sources at time t
T P t
Equivalent sensitivity coefficient matrix of primary line flow with respect to independent renewable sources at time t
T S t
Equivalent sensitivity coefficient matrix of secondary line flow with respect to independent renewable sources at time t
S R t
Equivalent sensitivity coefficient matrix of ramping amount with respect to independent renewable sources at time t Reference output of generator g at time t P G,re f g,t,0
Reference output at basic operation point of generator g at time t 
